
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Securely and efficiently managing end-user day to day IT requirements can be 

a painful and costly exercise for a business.  Likewise is ensuring an IT budget 

has flexibility to address the demands placed on it by end-user operational 

needs.  Add on top the hassle to deploy software or updates, ensure malware 

is up-to-date, or simply trying to assist a mobile user.  

imagine having your end-user assets seamlessly monitored and maintained.  imagine 

having a service that doesn’t need onsite infrastructure or costly licenses.  imagine 

having a flexible end-user management service that adapts with your business.  

imagine no more.  impeltec™ can make this a reality with Windows Intune™. 

 

impelOps™ 
Windows Intune™ End-user Management 

 

always on                  secure                  reliable                  cloud    

 

 

ACN: 155 232 241 

Simplicity:  with Windows Intune™, impeltec’s experts will ensure your end-user assets, including 

Windows® and mobile devices, are reportable, running smoothly, and are securely managed.  

Always on:  wherever they are, your end-user IT requirements can be fulfilled over the internet.  We will 

manage the deployment of software, compliance of Windows® patches, and we will ensure that malware 

protection is always compliant. 

Protection:  we will monitor and maintain virus and malware protection levels, ensure your end-user 

assets are protected, and remove the expense of any additional anti-malware software. 

Predictable budgets:  with streamlined monthly payment cycles.  Since the infrastructure is hosted by 

Microsoft®, and impeltec will manage the resourcing needs, you are mitigating a large risk component 

from your operational IT budget. 

 

impeltec’s operational service for 

Windows Intune™ is available for a low 

monthly fee which covers licensing, 

infrastructure and resourcing.  

Couple with our impelConsult service 

to have Windows Intune™ 

implemented and configured. 

Consider our impelSOE and impelApp 

services to round out your end-user 

needs. 

 

How does Windows Intune™ managed with impelOps compare? 

 

Peace of mind:  impeltec’s expertise will ensure your end-user business environment is operating 

smoothly.  You will also benefit from impeltec’s expertise and knowledge in the end-user space. 

Reporting:  if you need hardware and software reporting that you can understand, impeltec’s experts will 

ensure your end-user assets, licences and compliance requirements are tracked and reported in a manner 

that makes sense to you.   

Feature-rich:  most businesses only skim the surface of their end-user toolset capabilities.  Our team will 

ensure that you are gaining the full benefits of what you are paying for. 

Proactive support:  We will actively monitor your Windows Intune™ managed environment, and identify 

and fix potential issues to minimise impact. 

 

 

□ Do you need an operational service providing experts to proactively maintain your environment? 

□ Do you want a solution that automatically maintains its currency with the latest product features? 

□ Is the cost of effectively managing your end-user assets a strain on your resources and budget? 

□ Are you looking to limit or reduce your on-premise IT support overheads? 

□ Do you want your employees’ BYODs (Bring Your Own Devices) managed? 
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impelOps managed with 
Windows Intune™ 

$
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